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SENSITIVITYOF FUSION REACTOR AVERAGE CROSS SECTIONS

TO THRRMAL BROADENINGOF TRE 14-MeV NEUTRON PEAK

by

D. W. Muir

ABSTRACT

Ion motion in a deuterium-tritiumthermonuclearplasma can cause
significantbroadening of the 14-MeV peak in the fusion neutron energy
spectrum. The shape of the peak is shown to be nearly Gaussian; the
full width at half maximum FWDT being related to the plasma thermal
energy kT by the relation FWDT = 5.59 ~,where both FWDT and kT are
expressed in MeV. Numerical examples related to fusion reactor tech-
nology illustrate the sensitivityof spectrum-averagedcross sections
to the plasma temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years numerous studies have explored

the possible characteristicsof controlled fusion
1

reactors. Most of the concepts discussed for the

firat generationof these reactora are based on the

D-T cycle. In this cycle, the plasma consists of an

equimolarmixture of deuterium and tritlum, and the

reaction T(d,n)4He accounts for nearly all of the

energy production. k importantpart of these fu-

sion reactor studies is the calculationof the trans-

port of the neutrons released in the D-T reaction

throughout the material regions adjacent to the

plaama. In addition to the space-energydistribu-

tion of the transportedneutrons, one needs to know

the nuclear cross sections for the production of im-

portant neutron effects, such as tritium breeding,

energy deposition,gamma-rayproduction,activation,

transmutation,helium production,and others. The

cross sections for the processes listed above often

exhibit thresholdbehavior near 14.1 MeV, the nomi-

nal energy of the source neutrons, so that it is im-

portant to know the detailed shape of the energy

spectrum near the peak.

As noted by Nagle et al.,
2
the thermal motion

of the interactingions in a fusion plasma can im-

part a considerableenergy spread to otherwisemono-

energeticreactionproducts. For a stationaryplasma

with a Maxwellian distributionof ion velocities,
.

Lehners has shown that the energy distributionof

the products is nearly Gaussian. In the following,

we present a somewhat more transparentderivation of

this Gaussian shape, and we present numerical exem-

ples which illustrate the sensitivityof threshold

neutron reaction rates to the temperatureof a D-T

fusion plasma.

II. THE GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION

The probability that an ion with mass ml will

have a velocity in the range (~1, VI + d~l) @

that another ion with mass m2 will have a velocity

in the range (~2,~2 + d~2) is just the product of

two independentMaxwell distributions. fiis proba-

bility product can be recast in terms of the rela-

tive velocity of ~and the center-of-massvelocity

~ of the two-ion system. Somewhat surprisingly,the

resulting distributionN(~,~) is also the product of

two independentMaxwell distributions.
4

N(~,~)d3Vd3v= P(V)d3V . p(v)d3v (1)

where
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and

,(v,=[(~)]’”em[(*)v’_J,(3)
where V is the magnitude of ~, v la the magnitude of

~, k isBoltzmannlsconstant, T is the plasma temper-

ature.

Let us introduce u(v), the cross section for

the fusion reaction of interest. The probability

distributionR(~,~) for ion pairs which actually

undergo a fusion reaction is just

R(~,~)d3Vd3v= P(V)d3V . q(v)d3v , (4)

where

q(v) = ku(v)vp(v) (5)

and where k is chosen such that
J
q(v)d3v = 1.

We now proceed to a discussion of those proper-

ties of the distributionR(~,~) which affect the

shape of the fusion neutron energy spectrum.

The average neutron energy will be increased

somewhat because of the kinetic energy Ev associated

with the relative motion of the reacting ions. A

calculationof the average value of Ev will require

a numerical integrationover the non-analytic func-

tion q(v), Eq. (5). However, this contribution (typ-

ically a few times kT) is much smaller than the nu-

clear energy release or Q-value (17.590MeV in the

case of the D-T reaction). Thus, for plasma temper-

atures in the range of 10-50 keV, it is adequate to

set the average contributionequal to a constant,

aay 50 keV, and to lump it togetherwith the nuclear

Q-value. This procedure results in a center–of-mass

neutron energy of 14.07 14eVfor the D-T reaction. In

addition to this effect, which slightly shifts the

location of the peak, there will be s broadening of

the spectrum due to the distributionq(v) of rela-

tive velocities. As shown in the following, this

broadening is negligible in comparisonwith the ef-

fect of the distributionP(V) of center-of-maas

velocities.

In order to evaluate the effect of P(V), we re-

turn to the expressionfor the probabilitydistribu-

tion R(~,~) given in Eq. (4). Since the distribution

of relative ion velocities q(v) is isotropic,we can

assume, without loss of generality,that the product

neutron is emitted along the z-axis in the center-of-

mass system. Let us introduce the symbol EO for the

center-of-messenergy of the neutron and V. for the

associatedvelocity. Then
,-

m being the mass of the neutron. The energy E of

the neutron in the laboratory system is

E=~ru
[
(V. +vz)’ +V:+vj

1

‘=+:~+’vd-’o+mv ovz” “)
,

Following the work of Bell,s we have used the fact

that the neutron speed V. is much greater than the

center-of-messspeed V. From this last result, we

have
E-E.

Vz”y
o

dv -~
z m. “o

We denote by S(E) the desired energy distribution.

From Eq. (6),

Vz, so that

S(E)dE

to first order

= Pz(Vz)dVz .

E is a function only

Pz is obtained by factoringP(V) from Eq. (2),

which gtves

o (mG’’’)2+W@J]JS(E) =-$

H )1E-Eo’
S(E) =-&exp — w

where

()4mEokT ‘1’

W==+n’ “

(7)

(8)

Thus, S(E) is a normalized Gsussian distribution.

The full width at half msximum FW is related to W

by

FW=2WAT2 .

For the D-T reaction (ml + m2)/m : 5 and E.

MeV. From Eqs. (8) and (9), then

FWDT(MeV) = 1.665WDT(MeV)-5.59~=)

(9)

= 14.07

. (lo)

.

.
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The width of this distributionis much larger

than kT for most cases of interest. For example, if

kT I=20 keV, the width of the 14-MeV neutron peak is

0.79 MeV, or a factor of forty greater than kT.

III. THRESHOLD CROSS SECTIONSWITH LINEAR ENERGY
DEPENDENCE

The simple analytic nature of the function S(E)

simplifies the task of cross-sectionaveraging in

certain cases. For example,we consider the caee of

a cross section which risea linearly above a thresh-

old energy E

I

C(E - E), E>E

u(E) = .
0,E6E

This ahape fits the gross features of many (n,2n)

and (n,3n) reactiona, two examples of which are dis-

cussed in the following section. The average cross

section for fusion-bornneutrons can be written as

follows

/

02

I
m

Uz IJ(E)S(E) dE = C (E - E) S(E) dE .
av

E E

From Eq. (7), then

J
m

u 1.— C(E - S) exp
av WA [-(~)2]dE o (12)

E

For conveniencewe introduce the parameter

,=#(c-Eo) . (13)

We also introduce the tabulated function G(t), which

is the area under the normal curve of error.b

(14)J
tz

‘(t)+ ‘x12dx
o

Integrationof Eq. (12) then gives

.-
a

I Iav~na_t2/2-@ t [l/2-G(t)] . (15)

Iv. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Consider the nuclear reaction
26mA127Al(n,2n) .

The isomeric state of 26
Al decays by positron emis-

sion with a half-life of 6.4 sec. The average energy

of the positron is about 1.4 MeV, and two 0.51 MeV

annihilationphotons are produced as well. Although

the cross section for this reaction is small (~ 1 rob),

the short range of the reaction products may lead to

a degradationof the performance of the common elec-

trical insulator,Al O
2 3“

The available data for the
26m

Al production cross section7isadequately described

below 16 MeV by the linear relation u(E) = C(E - E),

where C = 0.276 mb/MeV and E = 13.77 MeV, and E is the

neutron energy in MeV. Thus the cross eection aver-

aging formula, Eq. (15), can be ueed for this reac-

tion.

Another reaction of interest in fusion reactor

technology ia 181Ta(n,3n) .
179Ta

Tantalum has been

consideredaa a possible material for a fusion reac-

tor vacuum “first-wall,”because it has a very small

(n,a) cross section. This property should make tan-

talum very resistant to helium-inducedembrittlement.
179

Ta production is of interest in that the half-

life (600 d) is much longer than that of other activ-

ities which might be produced in tantalum structures.

The cross section for the (n,3n) reaction ia repre-

sented in a recent evaluation as rising linearly

from a threshold E at 14.5 MeV. The slope C ia 584

mb/MeV.

In order to illustrate the sensitivityof the

average cross section to the plasma temperatureand

to the position of the threshold,we now calculate

u for the two reactions described above. The ap-
av
proximate average plasma temperaturesfor a variety

of fusion reactor concepts are given in Table I (first

column). In the second column are listed the widths

of the 14-MeV peak, calculated from Eq. (10). The

third column lists spectrum-averagedcross sections

for the 27Al(n,2n)26mAl reaction (E = 13.77 MeV),

and the fourth column contains similar information

for the 181Ta(n,3n)179Ta reaction (c = 14.50 MeV).

All cross sections shown were calculated using the

linear approximationto u(E) given above and the

averaging formula, Eq. (15).

Summarizingthe results in Table I, we see that

for the 27Al case, where the threshold is 300 keV

below E. (14.07MeV), the average cross section var-

ies by less than 20% for changea in kT of a factor

of four. For the 181Ta case, where the threshold is

430 keV above Eo, the picture is quite different.

Here a factor of ten change in Uav is seen for this

factor of four change in kT. It is expected that

similar sensitivitywill be observed for other high-

threshold (E > 14 MeV) reactions.
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TABLE I

SPECTRUM-AVERAGEDCROSS SECTIONS FOR DIFFERENT PLASMA TEMPERATURES

Reactor Concept

Wisconsin Tokamek Ag

Theta Pinch10

Princeton Tokamakl

Oak Ridge Toksmek
11

Wisconsin Tokamak B9

Laser-Pellet12

D-T Mirrorl

ApproximateAv-
erage Plaama
Temperature (keV)

Width of
14-MeV Peak
(fwhm in MeV)

G b
av for

av fof79Ta
27Al(n,2n)26mAl 181Ta(n,3n)

(Bb)

11

12

15

20

28

40

400

0.59

0.61

0.68

0.79

0.94

1.12

3.53

87

87

89

92

97

104

210

2.5

3.0

5.2

9.3

16.5

27.8

238.2
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